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PORTABLE IT EQUIPMENT. ALWAYS CHARGED. ALWAYS READY. 
 

THE PARAPROJECT® SERIES IS GETTING AN UPDATE – FEATURES AND PRODUCTS, ALL 

TAILORED TO MEET THE CHALLENGES FACING EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

 

However difficult matters may have been in the recent months for all of us – we’ve definitely realized 

something very important: multimedia-supported learning makes us less dependent from external 

influences. And while demands on teaching material and work resources are changing at breakneck 

speed, also PARAT is consistently keeping pace with the “DigitalPakt”, a German funding program for 

future-oriented educational concepts, and even goes a step further. Based on more than 25 years of 

experience in mobile computing and more than 15 years in education and training, the Neureichenau-

based innovation leader focuses on continuous on-going development of its products – all tailored to 

the users’ wishes and needs! In order to remain a reliable partner for schools, from primary to 

vocational training centers, universities and CPDL facilities, the PARAPROJECT® product line receives a 

comprehensive update. This includes: new and optimized storage solutions for the successful future 

of education and training. 

 

New features for the PARAPROJECT® Cases  
Update to TwinCharge technology and USB-C standards 

 

Independent, quick, safe: this is how charging is done 

Inconsistent device equipment and different charger types can, in practice, be quite a challenge: some 

mobile terminals such as tablets, notebooks or chromebooksTM charge via USB-A, yet others via USB-

C® or original power packs. The good news is: The new PARAPROJECT® cases with TwinCharge 

technology power both USB types – allowing the user to use both existing and new charging cables. In 

addition, the USB PowerDelivery feature automatically recognizes the charging capacity needed, from 

5V to 20V. The QuickCharge function guarantees that your devices, depending on the device type, are 

ready for use again in next to no time. When it comes to product safety, users are also optimally 

supported – for example, when 20 or even 40 devices are recharged simultaneously in the smallest of 

space, the voltage supply is always monitored and controlled. A special sensor permanently measures 

the temperature inside the cases and trolleys and automatically manages ventilation and charging 

processes. 

 

New models from the PARAPROJECT® series 
The PARAPROJECT® family grows 

 

Strong Cargo partner: PARAPROJECT® Case CC20 

Yet already at first glance, one realizes that the PARAPROJECT® Case CC20 CargoCase looks different 

from the well-known and proven cases by PARAT. The reason for this is conceivably easy: here, the 

focus is placed on pure practicability of transport and charging. Moreover, the extremely robust, shock-

resistant and stackable polypropylene IT case is packed with the latest PARAPROJECT® features: The 

TwinCharge technology charges up to 20, optimally protected, iOS, Android or Windows tablets up to 

11.5“ via USB-C®. A temperature sensor and an active fan enable charging even in closed condition. 

The telescopic handle and two rubberized castors allow for easy transport of the CC20 case, whereas 

three carrying handles and a low empty weight optimally support comfortable handling of the case. 
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A miracle performer thanks to UltraCharge: PARAPROJECT® CASE UC20 

Impressive 45 watts per port guarantee outstanding charging power right in the heart of the 

PARAPROJECT® Case UC20 UltraCharge. The LED display with charging level status always shows the 

user how quickly the tablets, chromebooksTM, ultrabooks up to 12” and MacBooks Air 13.3”, stored in 

up to 20 padded compartments, are made ready for use again. On top, the central charging and sync 

unit of the flexible system case allows for individual charging as needed – thanks to the clever USB-PD 

PowerDelivery function. 

 

All-in package: PARAPROJECT® TROLLEY U40/U20 WOL 

Also new to the range is this ultimate all-rounder among all IT storage solutions. The PARAPROJECT® 

Trolley U40/U20 WOL is a real space miracle with its push-in compartments and plug-in slots for up to 

40 tablets or notebooks including power packs and comes in an all-new form factor without disturbing 

doors. The SmartCharging management charges the batteries of mobile terminals all at the same time 

to guarantee maximum availability. An integrated timer enables optimally timed day and week charging 

schedules and brings added planning security and efficiency. However, the PARAPROJECT® Trolley 

U40/U20 WOL is not only convincing as a charging station, but also as a smart IT assistant: Pre-

configured to integrate a 19“ switch, this feature refreshes all devices with new software via Wake-On-

LAN. And also with the “big one” from the PARAPROJECT® series, PARAT ranks safety first: its robust, 

durable and TÜV/GS-certified steel body, combined with lockable shutters, protects valuable contents; 

at the same time, an active ventilation system with digital temperature display avoids overheating of 

the devices. The well thought-out all-in package is literally rounded off with four smooth-running 

castors and a soft-touch handle for convenient transport. 

 

New accessory 
PARAPROJECT® EDUCOVER®+  

 

Innovative protection for your favorite learning device: PARAPROJECT® EDUCOVER®+ 

The shock-absorbing material of the PARAPROJECT® EDUCOVER®+ for iPad devices is made from EVA 

foam and optimally protects both case body and interior of the valuable Apple devices; in addition, the 

supplied bundle includes a hardened screen protector, which reliable protects the learning and 

working surface from being damaged. Moreover, the material is especially easy to clean and disinfect. 

When it comes to handling, an innovative highlight is the practical stow-away option for styluses such 

as Apple Pencil® or logitech® Crayon, turning the Apple tablet in an ultimate learning platform. The 

completely concealed clip-in feature is integrated in the ergonomic handle, which also serves as 

kickstand when folded down. The PARAPROJECT® EDUCOVER®+ is suitable for iPad devices, 7th and 8th 

generation, with a display size of 10.2”. The case comes in different colors to choose from. 

 

Get all novelties and product details at it.parat.eu. 
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GRAPHICAL MATERIAL 
 

 
 

 

Features of the new PARAPROJECT® cases: 

Highlight of the new PARAPROJECT® Case series: the TwinCharge (TC) technology. 

This charging feature is designed for mobile terminals such as tablets, notebooks oder chromebooksTM 

that charge via USB-A or USB-C®. In addition, the TwinCharge technology by PARAT supports the most 

advanced USB-PD PowerDelivery function, a smart charging solution that automatically recognizes the 

appropriate charging power needed – from 5V to 20V. Moreover, the mobile terminals can be 

recharged in no time, complementing the TwinCharge technology by the QuickCharge feature. 
Product image: PARAPRJECT® Case TC20 

 

 

 

 

 
PARAPROJECT® Case CC20 

Extremely sturdy, impact- and shock-proof – these properties make the new charging case for IT 

equipment stand out. Complemented with all technical highlights from the PARAT portfolio, the CC20 

case impresses all along the line. 
Product image: PARAPRJECT® Case CC20 
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PARAPROJECT® Case UC20 

The absolute storage miracle: Impressive 45 watts per port promise outstanding charging power right 

in the heart of the PARAPROJECT® Case UC20 UltraCharge. Tablets, chromebooksTM, ultrabooks up to 

12“ and MacBooks Air 13.3“ can be easily charged at maximum output. 
Product image: PARAPRJECT® Case UC20 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PARAPROJECT® Trolley U40/U20 WOL 

The PARAPROJECT® Trolley U40/U20 WOL is a real space miracle and comes with push-in 

compartments and plug-in slots to accommodate up to 40 tablets or 20 notebooks including power 

packs. The smart IT assistant makes the cart even more flexible: an optional 19“ switch can be 

integrated and allows users to simultaneously control up to 20 devices per Wake-On-LAN feature and 

to refresh them with new software. 
Product image: PARAPRJECT® U40/20 WOL 
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PARAPROJECT® EDUCOVER®+  

An innovative highlight in terms of handling is the practical stow-away option for styluses such as Apple 

Pencil® or logitech® Crayon, integrated in the EDUCOVER®* protective case. This feature allows users 

to turn their Apple tablet into the ultimate learning platform. 
Product image: PARAPRJECT® EDUCOVER®+ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About PARAT 
 

PARAT – is a globally active partner for highly functional plastic trim parts and structural components. 

In addition, the Group for decades has upheld the precept of delivering the very highest quality with a 

maximum of customer value as a leading manufacturer of portable storage solutions for hand tools 

and innovative IT storage systems for education and training. In the financial year 2020, PARAT Group 

generated revenues of about 100 million euros with a workforce of roughly 900 employees at four 

locations worldwide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manufacturer’s address:  

PARAT GmbH + Co. KG 

Schönenbach Straße 1 

DE - 94089 Neureichenau 

www.parat.eu 

Contact:  

Marketing & PR 

Phone: +49 (0) 8583 / 29-243 

Email: marketing@parat.eu 

http://www.parat.eu/

